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CU B E 19 94 ACH IE VES G OL D ACC RED ITATIO N
W IT H IN V ESTORS IN P EOPLE
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ssex-based design and landscaping
company Cube 1994 has been
awarded Investors in People Gold
accreditation. It is the first residential design
and build company in the UK to receive the
internationally recognised achievement,
and was bestowed on Cube’s first attempt.
Cube has been working for a number
of years to improve practices and the working
environment, investing time and money
in training, developing and rewarding the
Cube team.
Only 16% of accredited organisations
achieve Gold. It is a considerable effort to
earn as it requires the company to earn
‘Advanced’, the penultimate tier of four
ratings, across nine different performance
indicators. Investors in People, speaking of
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Cube 1994, says: “For a small business, your
people and business processes are more
advanced than might otherwise be expected.
You understand the need and importance to
actively engage your staff and include them
as key players in the business and its future.
“The overall findings were really very
positive. All of the core responses were
consistently and considerably above
the overall IIP scores [for Gold].”
Cube 1994’s managing director
Sean Butler comments: “We are thrilled
with these results and look forward to
building on this success. We will continue
to work with Investors in People to further
develop our strategy and processes
and make work better.”
www.cube1994.com
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GA RD ENS A N N OUN CED
FO R RHS CHELS E A
FLOWER S HOW 2 02 0

C

limate change is taking centre stage at
this year’s RHS Chelsea Flower Show,
with a number of the gardens revealed
by the Royal Horticultural Society set to focus
on combatting the global crisis.
The world-famous show, which will take
place from 19 to 23 May at the grounds of
the Royal Hospital Chelsea, will be used as
a platform for brands, designers and contractors
to encourage more sustainable practices and
incorporate nature in urban design.
Design duo Hugo Bugg and Charlotte
Harris, for instance, are designing a communal
residential garden for returning show sponsor
M&G. This looks to promote the essential need
to incorporate and maintain beautiful,
sustainable green spaces within our growing
cities for the benefit of the planet and people.
The garden will feature repurposed materials,
water management techniques, permeable
surfaces and a resilient planting palette
suitable for urban environments.
Following similar themes are the Guangzhou
China: Guangzhou Garden, designed by debut
designers Peter Chmiel and Chin-Jung Chen
of Grant Associates; The Facebook Garden:
Growing the Future designed by Joe Perkins,
who picked up a Gold medal for his garden for
the same sponsor last year; and The Yeo Valley
Organic Garden, designed by Tom Massey, one
of Pro Landscaper’s 30 Under 30: The Next
Generation winners.
RHS show manager Rose Gore Browne says:
“This time of year is always exciting as the
themes and trends for 2020 begin to emerge,
as gardens and horticulture are key to helping
combat climate change, it is very encouraging
to see a number of gardens addressing these
issues and more designers and growers
adopting suitable practices.”
www.rhs.org.uk
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